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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Paul Sherry - Chariman

O

nly a week ago we were packing up the stand from
Aero Expo Sywell 2017 and this week I have been
reflecting on a busy period for PPL/IR Europe. In the
last two months we have had three major events in
our calendar – Aero Expo Friedrichshafen (5th to 8th
April 2017), our AGM (Saturday, 13th May 2017) and finally, as
mentioned above, Aero Expo UK (this year held again at Wycombe
from 1st to 3rd June 2017).
The aviation shows are a showcase for us and allow us to engage
with the wider general aviation community. Staffing on a ‘trade
stand’ for four and three days respectively gives our core teams the
chance to engage with a wide range of pilots many of whom have
previously given little or no consideration to the benefits of IFR
flight and to the opportunities it presents. I believe it has been two
or even three years (so much water has passed under the bridge
that I cannot remember!) since the amendments to EASA FCL
were approved allowing the CB-IR to become a fact of aviation
life. This change made the instrument rating more accessible for
GA pilots.
At the shows, I have noted much more engagement and
detailed discussion with UK based pilots than with those based in
continental Europe. Many UK based pilots already hold an IMCR
or IR(R) and those who have added this rating to their licence tend
to be much more aware
of the route to further
progression. Many of
the conversations that
we had at Wycombe
were
around
the
opportunities
to
develop their skills further. PPL/IR Europe continues to engage
with EASA and other stakeholders on the topic of the ‘Basic
Instrument Rating’. I am a little behind the ‘drag curve’ on this
particular subject but my conversations with Julian Scarfe at
Aero Expo UK informed me that this is yet another development
which we hope will further open up access to both IFR and IMC
flight. The details of this are yet to be fully established but it
would appear that we are increasingly trending in the direction
of a modular instrument rating where pilots may choose which
instrument flight skill is most relevant to their particular needs.
PPL/IR Europe exists to promote access to instrument flight to a
much wider community and we welcome these new opportunities.
It is only right that we should give appropriate recognition to the
teams that give up their time (and money) to attend these events on
behalf of PPL/IR Europe. The Friedrichshafen core team consisted
of Timothy Nathan, Julian Scarfe, Alan South, Colin Williamson
and myself. The core stand team at Aero Expo UK (Wycombe) was
made up by Colin Williamson, Andrew Stephinson, Phil Morris,
Julian Scarfe and (again – yawn) myself but on the Friday we
were ably assisted by multiple members. I believe at one time we
had about ten people on the stand! Given that our floor area at
Aero Expo UK was about a third of the size of Friedrichshafen,
we were somewhat mob-handed. Nonetheless this gave a welcome

opportunity for some who had been up at the crack of dawn to
prepare the stand, to have some time off and experience some of
the other opportunities that were on offer.
The ‘shows’ are a substantial commitment for our organisation
– both financially and in terms of members giving up their time to
attend. The PPL/IR Europe leadership team remains acutely aware
of the costs of attendance, monetary and human. But it sometimes
takes some years for seeds that were sown to start to sprout. As an
example, I signed up two new members at Aero Expo UK who first
visited our stand two years ago.
The feedback that I received from many of the members that
attended our Spring Conference and AGM was also extremely
positive. Again, my thanks to the sterling work of Colin
Williamson, our meetings secretary, who was beavering away even
on the Friday morning with last minute changes to attendances and
logistic issues. Colin had secured a fairly large room at Cranfield
and it was gratifying to see what was effectively standing room only
at the back. The broad theme of the day was aeronautical decision
making (ADM) and we had a number of presentations developing
those thoughts. I am grateful to all the speakers who contributed.
As I write this Colin is uploading many of the presentations to
our website so if you could not attend and wish to find out more
about what went on then please feel free to avail yourself of the
material. I trust you
will find them thought
provoking. We also
express our gratitude
to Trevor Pegrum of
Garmin Europe who
sponsored the event in
return for a well put together presentation (he was instructed in
advance – no ‘hard selling’ – rather tough for a head of sales!)
We experienced a range of presentations across the spectrum
of ADM in its various guises. The day commenced with one of
our guest speakers, Ian Dugmore of CHIRP (UK Confidential
Reporting Programme for Aviation and Maritime), and we learned
more about how that organisation works to collate what could be
described as low level GA incidents so as to see whether any trends
are developing. Trevor Pegrum of Garmin then presented ‘what
his wife worries about’ when flying and demonstrated the huge
technology changes that have taken place in the cockpit in the last
10 years – and they can be a little overwhelming. After lunch, your
chairman reflected on the challenges of operating modern cockpits.
The essential theme of the discussion was that ‘with great power
comes great responsibility’. The substantial range of capability
and technology that we now carry with us provides extensive
opportunities for increased situational awareness which should
in turn lead to increased safety. However, with all that capability
comes a serious need to understand how all the technology might
work together (and sometimes not work together). Finally, Jason
Carley shared his ‘holiday snaps’ in his discussion of flying the
Atlantic in smaller GA aircraft and the unique challenges presented.
How many of us can remember how to calculate a PNR (Point of

“A superior pilot is one who uses his superior
judgement to avoid situations requiring the use
of his superior skill”
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No Return)?
A more detailed report of the day and its contents can be found
elsewhere in IP but at the end of the day, I found myself thinking
back to years gone by when I was a student pilot in the RAF
University of London Air Squadron (ULAS) in 1983 and a poster
on the wall of our ‘ops room’ where we signed the paperwork
to accept the aircraft before going for a flight. It had a very
simple message – ‘A Superior Pilot is one who uses his Superior
Judgement to avoid situations requiring the use of his Superior
Skill’. I recognise that quip was written in the days before equal
opportunities became part of our thinking but the sentiments still
hold good today and is one that I have adapted to my role over the
years training surgeons.
We finished the day with our AGM and your chairman took
the opportunity to present some of the challenges faced by PPL/
IR Europe. In many ways, we are victims of our own success as
the quality of the engagement, support and advice that we give
is valued at local, national and supranational level. As said in an
earlier Chairman’s Corner piece, the leadership team continues
to work up our thoughts on the various working groups that may
exist within the organisation. I was also touched by the number
of volunteers that provided their names and contact details at the
end of the AGM. The
very nature of PPL/IR
Europe and the activities
it
promotes
means
that our members are
almost certainly drawn
from a group of high
achieving and motivated
individuals. Within that
group must lie a deep pool of a wide range of talents and skills.
Individual members may not be able to commit to becoming part
of the leadership team for many and varied legitimate reasons,
but they may be keen to help out in a smaller more focused way.
There are many less time consuming, but nonetheless valuable,
tasks that could be done more effectively if spread across a greater
number of people. It is our intention to contact all of our members,
probably via a ‘Survey Monkey’ or similar, in the near future so
as to ascertain your thoughts on what we are doing well, what
we could do better, and what skill set any member may have that
we can touch upon to help further the aims and objectives of the
organisation.
For example, we know we are not reaching out to as many
IFR qualified pilots as we might – right across Europe. This is a
marketing and communication issue. Is there a member who is a
marketing and communication expert prepared to freely share some
of that knowledge effectively on a ‘consultancy’ basis so that the
whole organisation benefits? The work involved may be as little as
some mentoring to one of our board members, or preparing a short
report, or being specifically invited to a Board meeting (by the
way any PPL/IR Europe member is welcome to attend any Board
meeting) to share their expertise. Volunteering your expertise does
not necessarily mean a long term and recurring commitment.
During my presentation at the AGM, I documented some of the
challenges we face when working alongside other general aviation
organisations. To take one example, PPL/IR Europe is a member
of the General Aviation Alliance – a UK based group which seeks
to reach consensus around the sometimes conflicting demands
of GA. This group contains representatives from the glider

CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

community, microlights, AOPA, ourselves and others. Although
it is a UK only organisation, similar challenges will affect other
European countries although the population density of parts of the
UK, its size and location do present some unique challenges. One
topic that has recently come up for discussion is “What should the
approach of PPL/IR Europe be to controlled airspace (CAS)?”.
At face value this could seem rather a simple question to
answer. Almost by definition members of PPL/IR Europe hold
an instrument rating or, for those pilots who are UK based, an
IMCR/IR(R). The IR allows the privilege to access all classes
of airspace, including Class A – of which we have a lot here in
the UK, especially in the rather crowded south-east. IMCR/IR(R)
holders are currently excluded from Class A but as most control
zones (CTZ’s) are Class D, this does not present an overwhelming
problem. So our members are usually comfortable and confident
in CAS, and would probably have no major personal issue if there
was more of it.
But where did you learn to fly? In mostly class G airspace? So,
as an example, if the whole of the UK (or any country) was covered
by Class D airspace, then where would the GA pilots of tomorrow
train? If all the microlight pilots, glider pilots, non-EASA aircraft
pilots, VFR only pilots and helicopter pilots went away then how
long do you think the
smaller airfields would
survive? Many are pretty
marginal
financially
right now. How much
longer would that avgas
pump be available? And
where would you get
your aircraft serviced and
maintained? There would be much less business for the licensed
engineers.
In other words, IFR qualified pilots are part of a GA ecosystem
and the survival and growth of each of us depend to some extent
on the others. So, more CAS possibly means less overall GA
activity in the round. However, PPL/IR Europe exists to promote
the IFR infrastructure and we very much encourage and support
the development of instrument approach procedures (IAP’s)
to the smaller and uncontrolled airfields – something that our
colleagues across the Atlantic have enjoyed for many years. But
there are some within the GA community who see more IAP’s as
a threat and consider them a potential driver toward more CAS.
A recent example (in the UK) is the application for Biggin Hill
Airport to publish a GNSS IAP to runway 03. The proposed IAP is
outside CAS and in a very busy part of UK airspace. Although this
particular IAP application is in the UK, similar challenges exist
at many European locations – anyone ever flown into Egelsbach?
This is but one of many challenges where PPL/IR Europe
seeks to work in collaboration with our colleagues in other GA
organisations right across Europe, but where our membership has
a unique perspective. Within our membership there will be a range
of views on such topics and the Board will seek to balance the
sometimes conflicting priorities to try and reach consensus where
possible.

“There are many less time consuming,
but nonetheless valuable, tasks that could
be done more effectively if spread across a
greater number of people”

Best wishes,
Paul Sherry
Chairman – PPLIR Europe
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Spring Meeting and AGM
by Anthony Bowles
This year’s PPL/IR Europe Spring
Meeting and the Annual General Meeting
was held once again at Cranfield Airfield at
the university there. Given the requirement
that the AGM has to take place in England
and Wales, Cranfield has the advantage
of being reasonably centrally placed for
the majority of UK members whilst still
accessible to our nearer European members.
The university offers good conference
facilities and the airfield has ILS and
GPS approaches
although
ATC
can only offer a
procedural service
so VFR arrivals
are preferred if the
weather permits, as
it did this time.
The
general
theme for this
year’s
Spring
Meeting
was
Decision Making
and
general
R e s o u r c e
and
Cockpit
Management. Ian
Dugmore,
the
Chief
Executive
of CHIRP kicked
the meeting off.
Ian first explained
his background in
the RAF ending
up as Director
of
Aviation
Regulation
and
Safety
before
moving to his
present
position
at CHIRP. He
detailed
how
CHIRP works, its mission – the safety of
the travelling public and those involved in
the aviation industry and what their primary
activities consist of – looking for incidents
which do not generate MORs (Mandatory
Occurrence Reports) but nearly do. CHIRP
is a small organisation with only two full
time people but with excellent connections
to a number of advisory boards to whom
reports will be referred depending on the
circumstances of the incident.
70% to 80% of all accidents have a
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human factors element whether it be the
pilot not absorbing vital information, an
incorrect perception of that information,
incorrect judgment on that information
and/or other stress factors.
Ian stressed the need to maximise
decision making on the ground; am I fit to
fly today; have I thoroughly flight planned;
reviewed danger areas and such things as
glider sites; have I reviewed the weather
and do I properly know my aircraft and

these days, the increasingly sophisticated
avionics in it?
Necessarily some decision making in the
air is inevitable but we must avoid ‘press
on itis’ in adverse conditions, improvising
navigation, remember the Rules of the Air
and be courteous to other pilots. CHIRP
reports illustrate that the primary lessons
to be learned are to make all possible
decisions before you start your flight; when
an incident occurs in the air, take time to
think about it and consider the appropriate

next action; do not hesitate to call for help
(MAYDAY or PAN) if required and lastly
share that experience on landing.
Ian was followed by Board Member
Timothy Nathan describing his “Classic
CRM Swiss Cheese” accident with
G-LIZZ on the Scilly Islands in August
2015. Timothy had had a stressful few
days leading up to the accident in terms of
long flight hours with additional fuel stops
because of headwinds, the wish to help out
a friend whose holiday
was disrupted by an
urgent business need
leaving his wife and
young child relatively
incommunicando
in
holiday
accommodation
on
Tresco and the poor
weather which often
affects Cornwall and
the Scillies at any
time of year. Fatigue
and stress were all
there but not felt by
Timothy at the time.
Timothy’s rubric
is “TDODAR”; T for
time – do I have time to
consider the problem,
D for diagnose – what
really is the problem?
O for options – what
are they, D for decide
– pick an option and
A is for act – perform
selected option but
only after R – review
the decision to see if
the action proposed is
the most appropriate.
As
Timothy
acknowledged, he was unlucky; another
five yards of runway or no dip between
runway and grass verge and all would have
been well. I suspect that many of us in the
room may have had lucky escapes of one
sort or another and it was instructive that
another member told the meeting that he
had had an almost identical accident with
similar consequences only a year earlier.
Next up was Trevor Pegrum, head
salesmen for Garmin in Europe. For his
presentation, Trevor left his sales hat at

PPL/IR EUROPE

home (mostly) and talked about the future
of navigation, communication and cockpit
instrumentation in the context of human
factors. Trevor started life as an engineer
with Garmin and reminded us how
Garmin’s first product came out as long
ago as 1991 followed by the revolutionary
GNS430 in 1998, the G1000 in 2004 and
the GTN series in 2012. Garmin believed in
vertical integration and producing as much
of their gadgetry as they can themselves.
His approach to the day’s theme was to
ask his wife about her main concerns when
she was in the passenger seat with Trevor
flying and then look to see how cockpit
instrumentation could allay these. CFIT is
one concern dealt with by the increasingly
sophisticated TAWS
systems
now
available. Airprox is another addressed by
TCAS/TIS, ADS-B and FLARM
systems. Noteworthy is that these
can be built into the aircraft or used
on an iPad and thus transportable
between aircraft. Human factors
are addressed by Garmin seeking to
ensure a consistent user experience
with consistent user interfaces.
Other concerns from his
wife were of unexpected engine
and weather problems. Modern
technology can address these
by more sophisticated engine
indication systems and real time
active weather detection and data
link download systems. Wireless
technology is coming to the
cockpit, again promoting the use

of iPad and similar systems for

downloading both weather and
flight plans.


After lunch, chairman Paul Sherry spoke
on a similar theme and likewise began his
presentation with an historical review of
how cockpit avionics had evolved over
the past thirty years. He noted that PPL/IR
Europe members had a higher statistical risk
on an incident and likewise glass cockpits
appeared also to have more incidents than
traditional six pack ones. Paul put this
down to the need for good system design,
good training and adherence to standard
operating procedures.
The final presentation was by Jason
Carley on ‘Decision making over the
North Atlantic’ route. This was within the
range of many light aircraft with the more
northern route via Sondrestroemfjord and
Iqaluit having legs of only 600-700nm. It
was little known that ASD-B coverage was

SPRING MEETING

available across the entire route but radar
coverage was limited to northern Scotland
and Iceland. Jason reviewed procedures
and regulations noting that with procedural
control only, it was very common not to
get your requested flight level in your
departure clearance with the potentially
negative consequent effect on fuel burn,
particularly in turboprop aircraft, one may
have to decide quickly whether to go or
not. He also highlighted the implications
of Greenland having state weather minima
which took precedence over individual
airport minima.
In essence, one should only go if the
weather is good and forecast to remain so;
fuel and alternatives needed very careful
consideration and PNRs needed to be
calculated beforehand and strictly adhered
to. Beware of unforecast strong winds and
icing and the effect of these on long range
fuel calculations. Always remain cautious.
The formal AGM then followed with
encouragement for more assistance from
lay members in running our affairs and a
discussion about what aspects members
particularly value and what they would
like PPL/IR Europe to consider in the
future. This lead to a lively exchange of
ideas, which the Board will take away and
consider.
Tea and more conversation followed, so
much indeed that some members who had
flown in only just managed to depart before
the airfield closed!
Very many thanks to Colin Williamson
for organising such a thought provoking
and successful day.

High Performance
Aircraft Hire
EASA registered TBM 700C2

Carries six adults at nearly 300ktas
Large, quiet, air-conditioned, luxury cabin
Climbs to 31,000 ft in under 22 minutes




Flies over 1,565 nm with NBAA IFR
reserves
Can land on a 2,133 ft (650 m) runway

Available for private hire to suitably qualified pilots with more than 750hrs TT
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Temperature Management
for Best Engine Life
by Jim Thorpe
[Editorial note: This article first appeared in IP in 2006. Jim will follow it up in the next IP with a report on the “Engine Management
made easy” seminar taking place at Kortrijk towards the end of June]

I

have generally regarded shock cooling as amongst the many myths and half-truths surrounding
aircraft engine operation. Presumably instructors themselves are fed inaccurate information as
students which they in turn inculcate into each to generation of pilots.

Although doubtful of its existence I have never really looked into
the subject until I was moved to reply to a letter in an aviation
journal whose author was convinced that it was possible to shock
cool by facing into wind on the ground. This struck me as ludicrous
in the extreme. Not being one to churn out old prejudices of my
own (as least in a forum where I might be caught out) I have done
some background research on the subject to clarify my view.
Perhaps a good starting point would be to list the aspects of engine
temperature that most pilots would accept as intuitively correct.

the engine of choice for higher powered larger engines, while
Lycoming engines are more often smaller non-turbo changed units.
Larger engines normally have more associated bits, hence tighter
packed cowlings and the potential of worse cooling. They then fly
higher where the thinner air’s poorer cooling properties are not
offset by the lower outside temperatures. As it happens my engine,
for which I have hard engine analyser (EA) data, is a Continental
TSIO 520UP in a Bonanza, one of the most crack prone and poorly
cooled engines in the GA fleet.

Assumptions

Glider Tugs

At some temperatures aluminium melts. At some lesser
temperatures it loses a proportion of its strength.

There had to be an exception and one of the few systematic
investigations of cylinder cracking was on small Lycoming
engines and was done by the British Gliding Association on
their tug fleet. They had a severe problem with cylinder failure.
However, their flight profile was extreme; many full power slow
climbs followed by closed throttle maximum rate descents. Their
engines scarcely experienced cruise flight in their whole working
life. They addressed this by changed operating procedures to allow
for just a couple of minutes at reduced power after the glider drop
and before beginning the descent. This relatively modest action
almost completely eliminated the cracked cylinder problem. This
is consistent with the idea that high rate of cooling is less damaging
if it commences from a lower temperature. In support of this
analysis it is interesting to consider para drop aircraft. They do not,
in general, have the same problem, although they fly what might
be thought of as the same flight profiles as the glider tugs and have
larger engines. They struggle up to 10,000 feet at maximum weight
and then plummet earthward to pick up another load but they do
not do as many trips and more importantly they fly level at low
power settings while the parachutists exit the aircraft. It would
appear that only a few seconds of reduced power in level flight
reduces temperature enough to significantly reduce the cooling
effect of the descent.
There are some interesting experiments around exposing
cylinders to very high temperatures. One of the most brutal was to
get a cylinder red hot in an oven and chuck it in a bucket of acetone.
This had no effect whatsoever, but of course no one repeated this
several hundred times. A thought provoking analysis available on
the web covers the thermodynamic impact of water evaporation
when an engine ingests rain. This appears to indicate that if shock
cooling mattered, it would be unwise to stand under the final
approach path in a rainstorm unless you wanted to collect scrap
engine parts in large quantities. However, in reality no one has

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Most aircraft engines have evidence of
cracking in various locations, but cracking
does not occur equally frequently in all
engines.
Those engines which produce most
heat are likely to be most susceptible to
problems.
Those engines least able to dissipate
heat are likely to be most susceptible to
problems.
The effects of multiple heating/cooling
cycles may be different from single heating
events.
The effects of heat cycles will not be the
same in all temperature ranges, that is
to say a high rate of change from a low
temperature does not have the same effect
as a high rate from a higher temperature.

Temperatures are given in centigrade. For those who think in
Fahrenheit and cannot be bothered with the conversion formula;
doubling the number will do as an approximation.
Points 2, 3 and 4 are consistent with the reality that Continental
engines are more crack prone than Lycoming and turbocharged
engines are at worst risk. To be fair to Continental, they are
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connected rain with engine life, so it would appear that a repeated
series of heating change events is needed to cause a problem.

Maximum CHT’s
I say heat change events because I cannot see why in this contest,
cooling differs from heating. What we are looking at is rate of change
of temperature. The engine manufacturers generally indicated 20
degrees per minute as the maximum acceptable rate of cooling.
They tend to redline their CHT’s around 240º. However, there is a
lot of data to indicate that 200º to 210º is a better maximum with
180º as a target continuous cruise CHT, if you want a long engine
life. Intuitively the times that most engines experience the greatest
rate of change of CHT is after start and in the climb. My analyser
samples data at six second intervals. Its first reading is always
about 30º so presumably the first few combustion events produce
this in a matter of two or three seconds! After one minute the CHTs
are 60º after two minutes, 80º.
Over the next three or
four minutes, while taxying,
the engine tends towards a
steady state figure of around
130º/140º. It would therefore
appear that every start
produces several shock heating events. On take-off two minutes
of full power climb drive the temperatures towards 200º degrees,
so once again we have regular shock heating. In passing it is worth
noting that pulling back power in the climb may well increase
temperature to a damaging extent, since full throttle enrichment
gives significant cooling. This cooling loss will probably be

TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT

greater than the reduced heat output at lower power settings; also
reducing power prolongs the climb where the aircraft attitude
and speed make cooling airflow most marginal. There is thus a
strong argument for conducting all climbs at full power and higher
airspeeds. This has the additional benefit that the prop is more
efficient at higher airspeeds and will deliver additional power
without additional fuel consumption.

Levelling off at top of Climb
I have also come across some interesting data on how levelling
off affects temperature change. A pilot documented several
experimental flights. He did this after he noted that his EA cooling
alarm would always sound if he levelled off for the cruise while
maintaining full power.
He discovered that a modest power reduction at the same time
as levelling off eliminated the alarm. One might argue, particularly
if climbing at full power, that
reducing to cruise power a
couple of hundred feet prior
to levelling off might be the
optimum way of operating for
long engine life.
In fact, engine starts are
not an issue because the ‘shock heating’ takes place from such
a low base. Below some temperatures the reserves of strength in
the engine are such that no rate of temperature change will have
a detrimental effect. One cannot make the argument for the climb
where the fast positive change is happening towards the top of the
allowable temperature range. This would seem to imply that shock

“engine manufacturers generally
indicated 20 degrees per minute as the
maximum acceptable rate of cooling”
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heating in these circumstances could be real. The same argument
would also apply to shock cooling when levelling off. We can, it
seems, generate a high rate of change at the top of the scale. I do
not notice this on the BE36 where, in general, I am trying hard
to get the hottest CHT down and it seems to take an age to bring
the CHT down from just over 200º to my preferred level of about
180º. Possibly this phenomena is installation specific in some way.
I think we could generalise by saying that a high rate of change in
CHT in either direction is undesirable in the range of 150º to 200º.
Intuitively OAT and speed would have a big effect on CHT but
the considerable academic research done after WW2 indicated
that cooling was largely directly proportional to the pressure
differential across the cylinders. This may bear on the fact that
the hottest cylinder
changes according
to the flight attitude
of the aircraft. In
the BE36 one of the
rear cylinders is hottest on the ground, but in flight it is the most
exposed front cylinder which is always hottest. This is counter
intuitive, unless one considers that cooling stems mostly from the
air being forced between the cylinders and not the air blasting in
the front end. Certainly there have been many experiments that
demonstrate that tiny holes in the engine baffles bleeding cooling
air away from the top of the engine are bad news. A cumulative
area equal to a 50p piece can raise the CHTs by 10º. The baffling
on the average engine is in poor condition and will repay the
money spent on sorting it out.

Descents
A most appalling bit of received wisdom on engine management is
the way some people initiate the descent. The mixture full rich stick
the nose down school are squirting lots of fuel the engine does not
need, probably cold soaked fuel after extended time at altitude, right
into the most crack prone area of the cylinders. The only logical
place for the mixture to be full rich is for a full power go around.
To account for this rare event, we waste fuel and do some damage
to our engine on the premise that pilots are too dim to be taught
that large power changes should not be made without considering
the prop and the mixture. The logical place for the mixture to be in
the descent is wherever produces the highest EGT or TIT since this
warms the cylinders
and slows the rate
of change from this
potentially
high
starting point.
Not related to temperature but worth mentioning, is that another
very damaging practice for descents is to reduce manifold pressure
while maintaining high revs. A more effective technique would be
to bring the revs back to the lowest convenient setting allowed by
the engine’s operating parameters, which can be surprisingly low.
In the BE36 for example this is 1800 rpm.

“engine starts are not an issue because the ‘shock
heating’ takes place from such a low base”

[Type text]
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Dropping the Gear
An only slightly less bad descent idea is to regularly drop the gear
early. This may be driven by operational necessity from time to
time, but it does your gear and all its dangly bits of limit switches
and operating rods, etc. no good to spend time being blown about
near their limiting speed. There is also the point that having nicely
controlled your CHTs, it is rather undesirable to drive them up
again by dragging around the circuit in low speed, high drag and
high power configuration.
I will conclude with a summary of positive suggestions on
engine managements. First the disclaimer. Think about your POH
or flight manual. You may also recall that in recent years they have
probably been written by the marketing and legal departments
rather than engineers. The information they contain may not be
consistent with engine manufacturer’s data or indeed the same
airframe manufacturers data from earlier, less litigious times. I
assume that you do not have balanced injectors and so do not run
lean of peak. I also assume that you have an engine analyser and
thus have good information about your CHT, EGT and TIT.
After start, lean as hard as possible. You will do the engine no
harm and some good. If you really lean hard and you do forget to
go full rich before the take-off (potentially very damaging), the
engine will remind you by stumbling as you open the throttle.
Climb at full throttle and consider maintaining the highest speed
which delivers an acceptable rate of climb. At the top of the
climb, or slightly before the top, reduce power to cruise settings
but leave the mixture one or two gallons rich of the book cruise
setting. Then when the aircraft is settled down and other aviating
tasks are out of the way the CHTs will already be on the way
down. Then switch you attention to the TIT/EGT and lean to
whatever you consider an appropriate value, probably something
significantly lower than the peak the manufacturer recommends,
in my case 850º against the 900º red line. Remember, this is a
rich of peak regime, while in fact I prefer lean of peak but that

PPL/IR EUROPE

demands its own discussion.

POH recommendations
Please note that here you can reduce your engine life even by
following the POH. It is likely that your recommended maximum
power setting is a few degrees rich of peak, just where it will drive
the temperatures highest. Your engine will be coolest, either well
lean of peak, or well rich of peak. Try to keep your CHTs at, or below,
180º in the cruise, but certainly below 200º. Your tools here are cowl
flaps, additional fuel
and power settings. It is
hard to generalise, but
some aircraft respond
well to cowl flaps,
other installations have
lesser effect. Extra fuel
will cool things down
as will lower power
settings. Again all this refers to rich of peak operation. If by any
of these actions you can bring your CHTs to 190º or less prior
to initiating the descent, then the possibility of ill effects, even
from an immediate ATC descent instruction, is much reduced and
possibly eliminated. After all, the engine is at 150º on the ground
prior to take off, so you only have 20º or 30º to lose. The experts
recommend leaning in the descent to keep the EGTs reasonably
warm. As explained, I am not sure this matters that much, but there
is no point in wasting fuel and as you descend the mixture will
become richer anyway. You are at low power setting, so being too
lean is not a danger.
The next point where temperature may become an issue is
levelling out. Particularly if you have dropped the gear in a
turbocharged aircraft, you may need eighteen or more inches of
manifold pressure to fly level. With lower speeds, cylinder temps
may rise to undesirable figures, and more fuel or cowl flaps are
your only tools. In reality if this happens, you will probably go full
rich because you are too busy for careful mixture management.

TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT

There is no easy answer to this, other than trying to consistently
drop the gear at glide slope intercept, or the VFR equivalent of the
base leg. I do accept that you may see this as increasing the risk of
gear up landings and prefer to take the gear earlier, but then you
pay the penalties of extra wear and tear and increased fuel usage.
I see PUFFA or equivalent checks as vital for the U and A, but
personally I do not see any need to touch the mixture or the prop
unless there is some indication that a go around may be necessary.
Going prop full fine just creates noise to no good purpose. Going
full rich just wastes fuel and cokes up the engine. Try to discipline
yourself to never make
any throttle changes at
any stage of the flight
without changing or
considering changing
the prop and mixture
settings at the same
time.

“never make any throttle changes at any stage
of the flight without changing or considering
changing the prop and mixture settings at the
same time”
After Landing

That brings us to the after landing phase. Here it is pretty impossible
to do anything to hurt the engine. Taxying with mixture as lean
as possible minimises plug fouling and may help with subsequent
start. If you have followed this regime, the often recommended
four minutes turbo cooling at 1,000 rpm is probably unnecessary
since the turbo will already be as cool and as wound down as it is
going to get. Confirm this from your TIT.
I must give credit to the work of John Deakin, George Braley
and John Ekalbar in encouraging me to think more logically about
engine operation. You can easily track down their work with a web
search. I freely admit that I do not as yet fully live up to the engine
management ideals sketched out in this article, but am trying. If
there is any interest, there is probably scope for a similar discussion
on running lean of peak in turbocharged aircraft which is not quite
the same as the relatively well publicised techniques used with
turbonormalised engines with balanced injectors.
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Editorial

fter two months of unusually fine, dry and warm
weather in April and May, summer officially began
in June with unseasonable rain and wind over much
of northern Europe. Climatologically, good Springs
are often followed by indifferent summers so we
must hope that this summer will be an exception and bring
us all reasonable weather and so encourage plenty of
aviation.
We hope that the Summer edition of Instrument Pilot will
do likewise. Dirk de Jonahe, one of our longest standing
members writes about the Beech Bonanza, about the only
aircraft that has been in continuous production since the
1940’ties. Dirke has owned and flown one for forty plus
years so justifiably can be regarded as Europe’s expert
in this marque and a mine of useful information about its
airframe and engine.
Dirk is also organizing the local Belgian arrangements
for the “Engine Management made easy” workshop for the
weekend of 23rd/25th June and the first such course put
on by Advanced Pilot Seminars taking place outside the
USA. In preparation for this, we are republishing one of
Jim Thorpe’s articles on ‘(Big) Engine Management’, which
first appeared in a 2006 edition of Instrument Pilot. Jim
is attending the seminar and will be writing a report
about it for the next edition of IP for those unable to
attend.
In the Spring IP, David Tucker wrote about flying his
Cessna 303 back last summer from Montreal to Denham in
preparation for his longer onward flight to Caucasian
Georgia. While the north Atlantic route is well trodden
with attendant hazards known and understood, eastwards to
Tbilisi, particularly just after last year’s failed coup
in Turkey is not, so David’s article makes fascinating
reading. Perhaps it may encourage some members to join
the proposed week-long tour in September following on
from the social weekend. A less adventurous but still
interesting destination is planned!
A quiz, another ‘Weekenders’ and the other usual regular
features complete this edition’s offering. However, going
forward, the Editorial Board remains very short on copy
despite pleas made at the Spring Meeting and previous
issues of this magazine. So, to reiterate, we would very
much appreciate any written contributions, large or
small, from the membership. The Weekenders articles are
particularly easy to write - we are sure there is not a
member who has not done such a trip, could pen 600 - 700
words and share a few photographs.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
by Graham Whittle

LEGE Girona / Costa Brava

Y

ou are flying down to Spain for few days of relaxation at Hotel and Spa Cala del Pi in Platja d’Aro on the beautiful Costa Brava,
landing at Girona Airport before taking a car for the 35 minute journey to Palamos, a town with great tapas bars, low rise development,
and beaches, without the over developed tacky feel of some of the other Costas.

In preparation you look at the approach
chart for the ILS on RWY 20. (See
the chart with this quiz). The weather
is nearly always VFR in this part of
Europe, but coming over the Pyrenees
at a flight level where we need oxygen
it seems sensible to fit into the IFR
system.
Questions
1.
Twenty five nautical miles from
the airport what should be your
minimum level if approaching
from the north east?
2.
There are STARS, should you
bother with these or assume that
like most large airports Girona
expedites traffic with vectors or
gives “direct to “instructions?
3.
What is the transition level?
4.
At the top of the plate is a box
showing the frequencies for APP
TWR GMC ATIS. What is the
significance of this?
5.
If you are not offered a radar
service will you be required to
carry out a procedural approach
from GIR, BANOL, or selfposition on the ILS routing via
BANOL

No

tF
or

Na
vig

at

ion

Answers on page 25
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MY BONANZA AND I

My Bonanza and I

M

by Dirk de Jonahe
y first contact with flying, other than photos in magazines, was when I walked into the clubhouse of
the newly arrived club and was promptly shown the door, because I was too young. “Come back next
year” they said and I did, older and wiser. The year came and I started gliding, still under-age for legal
solo. But, since the chief instructor of the club was also an official BCAA examiner and was married to
the daughter of the head of the BCAA, I managed to solo at the sub-legal age of 15 in October 1966.

After reaching the ripe old age of 18, having
many happy hours of gliding under my
belt, my father decided to buy an aircraft
at my nudging. So a PA32-300 was bought
after an extensive demonstration flight to
North Africa on condition that I would get
my PPL training included free of charge.
My PPL flight training started on August
1st 1969, during the school holidays; first
solo was on August 3rd after 3 flights and
65 minutes of dual. The PPL flight exam
was passed on April 2nd 1970. On April
4th, school permitting, flight training on
our PA32-300 was started. Things moved
quickly in those days.
After the Cherokee 6 was ordered but
not yet delivered, a demo pilot came over
from Transairco Le Bourget with one of the
early examples of the new Beech model
36. I was immediately fond of the smooth
controls and stable flight characteristics as I
remembered from fine competition gliders.
I thought “This is it”.
The next three years were spent getting
my new PPL wetted flying the family to le
Touquet and then further and further afield

to North Africa with barely 100 hours PIC
and starting my IR training in August 1971
with an air taxi Aztec pilot. He showed me
many good things, but time ran out and
I had to go to the Air Force for one year
compulsory military service. I passed the
CPL ‘combined’ exam which was radionav
plus blind flying at the same time but
approaches were not graded. This was a
rehearsal for the proper IR test I took on
March 29th 1972 but failed due to being
rushed before entering military service on
April 1st 1972.
I had the good luck to be selected for the
Belgian Air Force Meteowing first having
training in Brussels, then at the Koksijde
Airbase not far from my home in Kortrijk.
My job was to plot the raw data coming off
the teletype machines on the charts that the
forecaster would use to draw the fronts,
isobars, etc. He would then prepare the
forecast and present it to the pilots every
morning at 08:15.
My father ran a photographic laboratory
machine business and one of our suppliers
was a company in Wichita, Kansas. During

a visit, the CEO remarked that he had been
an official photographer at Beech Aircraft
previously and that he would introduce
my father to the company. He was offered
a factory tour and a test flight. The same
evening, telephone calls started to come in
to my father’s hotel room and the salesman
with the warmest, most convincing story
was Dick Standifer from Tradewind Airport
in Amarillo, Texas. Aircraft was bought on
the spot.
I started training on the Bonanza A36 on
July 31st 1973 and it was ‘hot’ in Texas.
Our own aircraft arrived straight from
the factory and went into their excellent
avionics shop for radio installation. In
the meantime I flew another A36, had the
opportunity of some left seat stick time
in a LJ23 and flew along in demo flights
with Dick in King Airs and Dukes. After
the ferry flight from Texas via Gander
and Shannon by a retired one-eyed airline
captain, I picked up our new aircraft
from Shannon airport and flew it home in
September 1973.
The second and final part of my IR
training started on January 8th 1974,
finishing with a pass on July 18th 1974.
In the meantime we had become very
good friends with the owner of Tradewind
Airport, had mutual visits, stayed at one of
his ranches and had been offered my multiengine rating on the Baron B55 in view of
later transactions.
First encounter with the Iron Curtain.
One of these transactions was a 1971 V35B
Bonanza they ferried to Europe to be sold.
This was during the first “Oil Shock” and
selling aircraft was not easy then. On April
23rd 1974 a prospect in Bayreuth, Germany
bought the aircraft and my father and I flew
over in formation. At that time the Iron
Curtain was still very much in force and
situated only a few NM north of Bayreuth
so extra care was required. Approaching
EDEL, my father flying OO-KAA was
requested by ATC to ‘Hold North’ of the
airfield. Promptly he took up a heading of
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360° and held it. Needless to say all pandemonium broke loose and
WW3 was avoided but only just!
The first engine in OO-KAA was nearing TBO after only 6
years and a couple months, so we had been flying a lot, with no
problems whatsoever on either airframe or engine. The second
engine was installed in 1980 together with a 3-blade prop with
electric de-icing. Since no remanufactured engines were available,
a factory new engine was purchased.
Revenge of the Iron Curtain.
On July 4th 1989 at 09:15, Colonel Nikolaj Shuridin took off for
a mission in his MiG-23M Flogger of the Soviet Air Force at the
airbase near Kolobzreg on the Polish Baltic coast. At about 08:30L
I had taken off from LSZH at about 08:30L on an IFR flight to
EBKT in my trusty Bonanza. At 400ft in the climb, Col. Shuridin
heard an explosion and the afterburner stopped. He ejected and
came down under his parachute. The MiG was nowhere to be seen,
everybody was expecting it to be at the bottom of the Baltic Sea.
Unknown to military ATC, the ejection, loss of canopy etc, had
resulted in a shallow climb at 170 KCAS and a steady heading
of 230° on autopilot. NATO radar in Lüchlow (Dannenberg)
at 09:40 first saw the blip at FL350 near the Iron Curtain. An
AWACS had seen the MiG too and two F15C from the USAF
airbase Soesterberg in the Netherlands were scrambled at 09:42.
The MiG was intercepted at 10:02 over Osnabrück by the F15s
who took a closer look and could not see any pilot on board. They
followed the unmanned aircraft with orders to shoot it down if it
would endanger larger cities. At 10:22 it started to loose altitude
due to fuel exhaustion and crashed at 10:37 in Bellegem, about 2
NM south of EBKT where I was about to land. Switching over
to the EBKT tower frequency, I heard franctic calls like “Has it
crashed yet?” and “Did they shoot it down?” Not something you
hear on the frequency every day. As soon as it would have crossed
the French border, Mirages from the French Air Force would have
taken over. As I taxied in after landing, it became clear that the
MiG had crashed on a house, killing one young man inside.

MY BONANZA AND I

was, driving to the ferry, staying two nights in the hotel and that
was all reflected in his bill.
The family and the Bonanza.
My father never got an IR but flew ‘VFR’. When I was onboard,
we flew alternate sectors, mostly IFR under my licence. Last year,
I gave him a lift to Vienna where he wanted to get a new hip at the
age of 90. So far we have put more than 4,500 hours on the airframe
since new; the second engine was blueprinted with Millenium
cylinders in December 1998. The engine and cylinders worked
smmothly until the dreaded Millenium AD (courtesy of competitor
TCM) came out forcing us to replace perfectly good cylinders this
winter after 17 years of service. My daughters enjoyed flying as
passengers when they were very young, as teens they found the
on-demand cheap and quick transport invaluable and now my
youngest daughter has nearly finished her PPL training and I am
waiting for that moment to get her checked out in the Bonanza.
The Equipment
After the Narco Mk16 in the PA32, the KX170Bs in the Bonanza
were like heaven. We ordered one of the first King KI226 RMI
indicators; in fact, it was so new in 1973 that is was not even

Use for business and pleasure.
After buying a very expensive telecine machine from the Marconi
Company in Chelmsford, I was engaged in almost daily transfers
of television programs for both Belgian and French stations.
After only a few years, Marconi was wound down and only one
former engineer of the company was able to service my machine.
Luckily, he was a Czech and had worked on aircraft engines before
emigrating to the UK. I proposed that I could take him from the
nearest GA airport with customs and bring him back as soon as
possible; he agreed because coming by his own means was a
three day round trip, with two nights in the hotel. Many flights
were made with him, his wife and his toolkit to fix my machine,
sometimes getting him in the morning and bringing him back home
in the evening. Sometimes he would need more time unexpectedly,
then we would put him in a hotel and change the flight plan. In
the beginning I would fly in to Southend, but later changed to
Cambridge since it was closer to his home in Sudbury. My reasons
for flying him were to get the telecine back in operation as quickly
as possible but the side effect was that he was more available since
he was away fewer days. I kept that machine running for 22 years
until it was replaced by a German telecine that needed service only
twice in seven years. In really bad winter weather he would come
by car, his wife drove and he would complain what an ordeal it

Above: MiG crash at Bellegem
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installed for the ferry flight and when it
came, several months later, there were
some problems with the connector. This
would cause the circuit breaker to open
at an inopportune moment during the
NDB approach. Luckily this was solved
and I liked this RMI very much with the
ADF on the first needle and VOR2 on the
second needle. After the installation of the
GNS430, this was changed to VOR1 while
the HSI could display GPS or VOR1/ILS
information.
The HSI deserves a mention; during
the installation in Texas in September
1973, the original Bendix HSI that came
with the Bendix FCS810 autopilot was
not available and the Collins PN-101 was
substituted. This proved to be a very good
decision since HSIs can be very expensive
to maintain. This particular sample has
never needed service in over 42 years of
operation and still passes the annual IFR
certification with ease. The original King
DME had the mechanical counter and was
upgraded to the electronic counter. About
three years ago, the KN-65 was finally
replaced with the more modern and much
lighter KN-63. Both a GNS430 and a Mode
S transponder were fitted and increased the
utility tremendously.
The Engines
The original engine reached TBO and was
replaced in 1980 and a new three-bladed
prop with electric de-icing was fitted. Since
a factory remanufacured engine was not
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available, a factory new engine was fitted;
this came with the newer heavy case and
VAR crankshaft, which turned out to be a
good decision later. Another 2,070 hours
later, this engine needed overhaul and after
careful selection, a blueprinted overhaul
by Ultimate Engines in Mena, Arixona
was ordered and our own engine shipped
to them. The good:- the engine is powerful,
smooth, trouble-free. The bad:- the
Millenium cylinders required replacement
last December, even in perfect health
due to an AD limiting their service to 17
years only. A few years after our overhaul,
Ultimate Engines went out of business
but the original people are still working at
Mena Aircraft Engines and are likely to do
my next overhaul.
I fitted an EDM700 and Gamijectors
somewhere around 1997 and was one of the
original “dirty dozen” of users where we
had daily contact with George Braly and the
other users via Compuserve. Even the then
FAA administrator Tony Broderick was
part of the gang and was very accessible
until his resignation. All the engines have
been remarkably trouble free with only one
burnt exhaust valve in engine #2 and some
alternator failures.
Fitting the EDM700 and taking the live
APS course was one of the best investments
in the aircraft I can think of. There was a
bit of less smooth LOP running that we
were unable to solve until we switched
from the fine-wire Champion spark plugs
to the massive electrode Tempest plugs. It

turned out that the internal resistance of the
Champion plugs increased with age, even
if the electrodes were still perfect and made
the plugs harder to fire LOP. We replaced
several ignition cables before doing the
spark plugs. What a difference the plugs
made!
Friends help friends buy Bonanzas.
We had the first “modern” Bonanza in
Belgium in 1973, the first on the field.
About a decade later about 25 Bonanzas
of all types were based at EBKT making
it one of the highest concentrations outside
of the US. One of the early adopters was
Otto Dahm, a German living in Belgium;
he found an F33A in Florida and decided
to ferry it himself. Not liking the cold
waters of the North Atlantic, he choose to
fly to Natal, Brazil and then cross the South
Atlantic to Dakar, Senegal. Almost 7500
NM with very little SAR over large parts
of the trip. His F33A is still on the field,
with the third owner since Otto, back in
the hands of a pilot who is on his second
F33A. It now sports a Garmin 600 and will
be repainted shortly.
Another friend was renting a spot in my
hangar. The Mooney 231 his father bought
was a constant source of income for the
maintenance shop as well as the engine
shop. It took one flight in the A36 for him
to be convinced. A decent 1978 A36 was
located in Germany, a few bugs were ironed
out and then the upgrade process started.
First he added a TurboNormalizer package
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with a Powermaster IO550B engine, Super
Scimitar propeller and oxygen. Later full
TKS de-icing was added. With an increased
maximum take-off weight of 4000 lbs,
impressive payloads were possible with
excellent performance for a SEP.
Good advice from type clubs.
The American Bonanza Society is a very
well respected organisation with over
10,000 members. One of the programs
they run is the Bonanza and Baron Pilot
Proficiency Program (BPPP) that is a
combination of refresher ground school
and flight training with a highly specialized
instructor. I never had the opportunity
to follow the official program but I was
lucky to become good friends with the
director of BPPP, Jack Hirsch. Jack was
also the Director of Research for Shell Oil
Company and he travelled monthly between
Houston, Texas and Rotterdam. He stayed
at our home and flew in our A36 and we
stayed at his home in Houston and rented
his A36 for a flight to Ada to do the APS
course. Jack could explain complicated
stuff in a way everyone could understand,
but had a very “deep” understanding of
many fields besides his own. One day,

while he was away, I asked his wife what
his background was; it turned out he was
a Harvard graduate, doctor in Nuclear
Physics and his job at Shell was to find
alternative energy sources other than fossil
fuel. Unfortunately, he collapsed behind his
lawn mower at the age of 67.
Another very helpful resource is the
BeechTalk forum. Anything you ask will be

answered within minutes and with a very
high signal to noise ratio. There are lots
of third party suppliers of parts, overhaul
services and rotables. Those that do good
work get praised and those who do not get
their come uppance.
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MONTREAL /TIBLISI

Montreal to Tiblisi and back to
London in 50 hours
Part 2

T

by David Tucker
he news of an attempted military coup in Turkey on 15 July was the last thing the organisers of the Hans
Gutmann Memorial Rally to Georgia wanted to hear with a planned departure date in the first week of
August. Much time had already been spent by the Istanbul Aviation Club on ensuring avgas would be
available in eastern Turkey and that customs formalities would be minimal. Now it seemed Turkey might
be off limits and the alternative route through Ukraine was equally unappealing.

Almost at once, reassuring messages
began arriving from Turkey. The coup had
been unsuccessful and life was quickly
returning to normal. Aviation resumed
albeit with large restricted areas for VFR
traffic around the capital Ankara and
Istanbul, which made proposed routings
problematic as several of the participants
were visual pilots only. Our friends in
Turkey persevered, negotiating with
senior members of the police and military
trying to obtain special clearances for
our aircraft, until the organisers were
confident enough of success to give the
green light.
So on August 4th, with my lady
friend Angela, we set out from Denham
in my Cessna 303 Crusader, G-UILT, to
rendezvous with the other participants.
Our meeting point was to be Jakabzsallas
(LHJK) a small airfield in central Hungary
and we decided to stop en route and
spend a night in Linz, Austria. An easy
four hour airways flight in good weather
was followed by a straight in approach to
Runway 08 at LOWL. As I remembered
from previous visits, Mozart Airport
provided a swift and friendly service.
Refuelling and clearing immigration
accomplished, we found ourselves in our
hotel in the centre of town less than an
hour after landing. After dining on the
local speciality of tafelspiitz, boiled beef
in other words, we returned to plan the
next day’s short hop to Hungary and find
that the weather forecast was distinctly
unseasonable. An active cold front was
moving south west towards us, making
my planned VFR departure to Hungary
the following morning seem unlikely.
And so it turned out. Grey skies and
rain next morning persuaded me that
a visual flight across high ground to
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the southeast was not a good idea so I
looked for a sensible IFR routing to the
Hungarian border where the weather
was forecast to be clear. In the end a
minor detour through Slovakian airspace
was required to satisfy Eurocontrol but,
needless to say as soon as I started to fly
the SID from Linz, I was cleared direct
to the border point where I cancelled IFR
and proceeded in sunshine to LHJK.
Jakabszallas has two runways. A 600m
concrete strip and a larger parallel grass
runway mainly used for gliding. There
was no answer on the A/G frequency so
I transmitted blind calls and overflew the
field to make sure the glider lined up on
the grass strip remained firmly on the
ground until I completed my circuit and
landed on the concrete. I taxied in to join
the two other group aircraft which had
already arrived before checking into the
hotel and meeting Peter Sodermans, the
expedition organiser. LHJK has a hotel,
together with restaurant and swimming
pool, on site and I would recommend it
as an overnight stop or base for touring
the area. Avgas is available, although we
did not take any and the hotel was a more
than reasonable EUR 45 for a single
room.
More aircraft arrived during the
afternoon until everyone was present
except the Turkish crews, who would
join us the following day in Bursa, near
Istanbul and a C172 flown by two young
Russians who were stuck behind the cold
front. We all assembled for a briefing
before dinner and it turned out that
there were nine aircraft in total ranging
in size from ultralights up to G-UILT,
which was the only twin. There was an
eclectic group of nationalities including
pilots from Austria, Germany, Lithuania,

Luxembourg, Poland, Russia and Turkey.
We were the only Brits, but fortunately
it was decided that the official language
of the trip was to be English! There was
a brief speech of welcome from Jean
Birgen, President of Luxembourg AOPA,
before Peter updated us on events. He told
us that two Italian aircraft had cancelled
at the last minute, worried about the
situation in Turkey post the abortive
coup attempt, but at least that alleviated
some concerns about the quantity of fuel
available for those of us who had to use
avgas.
As we were meeting, updates were
coming in via mobile phone from our
Turkish members who had been working
hard with the military and police to
arrange our safe passage. They had
succeeded in reducing the size of the
VFR prohibited area around Istanbul to
20nm, making it possible for us to more
or less follow our planned routing. Since
it was not possible to exit Schengen from
LHJK, customs had been arranged for the
following morning at Szeged (LHUD),
another small airfield about 20nm to the
south. Briefing over, we repaired outside
for a barbecue dinner with plenty of good
Hungarian wine and gypsy dancing.
Next morning we were the last to leave,
just at the frontal weather, which was
chasing us southwards, arrived. A fifteen
minute flight and we came to Szeged
which I found surprisingly difficult to
locate amongst the lakes and rivers of the
Hungarian flatlands, despite its long but
narrow concrete runway. The lone FISO
found dealing with nine pilots wanting
to pay for fuel and landing fees at the
same time as managing an airfield on a
busy Saturday morning quite a challenge,
but he dealt with everything with good
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humour as did the two policemen who
had arrived as planned.
Some were concerned about the nearly
600nm distance direct to Bursa (LTBR)
and decided to stop at Nis in Serbia to
refuel, perhaps attracted by the EUR1.00
price of avgas there. I had already decided
to go direct and had filed IFR from the
Hungarian border, to avoid any potential
problems with the VFR prohibited area
around Istanbul. On departure the ever
helpful Budapest Information saw us
to the boundary before passing me to
Bucharest Centre to settle down for the
remaining three hours of airways tracking
through Romania and Bulgaria.
Leaving the Bulgarian coast between
the resorts of Varna and Burgas at FL90,
we could see white sand beaches through
the scattered clouds as we routed over
the Black Sea towards RIXEN, the
Turkish boundary point. After being
handed off to Ankara Centre, we were
quickly transferred to a busy Istanbul
Approach who gave us vectors towards
our destination. We had a good view of
Istanbul flying down the eastern shore
of the Bosphorous and over Istanbul’s
second airport of Sabiha Gokcen.
Although ATC more than once asked us
to confirm we were IFR, this was much
easier than trying to route around the
20nm VFR prohibited area. On requesting
descent, we were told to contact Bursa
Approach who cleared us to descend and
for the VOR/DME approach for runway
25R.
Strange, I thought, as the ATIS stated

Welcome at Istanbul

the VOR was out of service and the fail
flag was clearly showing on the HSI.
Welcome to Turkish ATC! By then I
was high downwind with in good VMC,
so decided to make a visual approach
without arguing and landed uneventfully
on the huge 3300x300m runway. As we
taxied off to the civil ramp, we could
see two of our group had already arrived
and were being greeted by members of
the Istanbul Aviation Club. I was soon
able to unload my cargo of aircraft parts,
brought from England for club members,
refuel and meet our hosts who told us
that they had managed to get special
permission to position their aircraft from
Sabiha Gokcen to take part in the Rally.
Much tea was consumed as we awaited
our colleagues and were welcomed by the
Mayor of Bursa and the director of the
airport. We were due to spend the night at
Mundaya on the Sea of Mamara; it turned
out that this was at least an hour away by
coach, so we decided to set off and let
the latecomers follow on. A wise decision
as it turned out for it was another three
hours before they joined us for dinner.
Apparently, the customs man had gone
home and took much persuasion to return
to the airport to stamp them in. After a
pleasant night overlooking the huge
lake we had to make an early start for
the following day which involved two
more stops in Turkey, one to refuel and
the other to clear customs, before our
first night in Georgia. Unfortunately, the
clocks were not with us, Turkey being
an hour in front of Hungary and Georgia
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another hour ahead.
The first stop was to be at a VFR only
airfield at Engiz University, near Samsun
on the Black Sea, where avgas had been
arranged, but which was not shown on
any charts or databases. Google Earth
turned out to be our friend, showing an
image of the runway and giving us the
co-ordinates. Departing took an age as,
although flight plans had been filed with
Bursa Tower the previous day, clearance
came through slowly, one aircraft at a
time, in random order. It seemed that
following the failed coup, permission had
to be obtained from each military airfield
en route. We did not argue!
The two hour flight was uneventful
and we were met by enthusiastic aviation
students who admired our aircraft as we
refuelled. Cash paid for fuel at Eur2.65/
ltr, we hoped for a quick departure for
Ordu (LTCB) at the eastern end of the
Black Sea to clear customs. But it was
not to be; flight plans were the obstacle
again. This time they were written onto
forms, photographed and then, together
with a copy of my passport, sent by
mobile phone to the flight planning office
at the nearby airfield of Carsamba. Nearly
two hours later, after several phone calls,
I finally got permission to depart.
As so often happens, once airborne
all was plain sailing and 45 minutes later
we landed at Ordu, an airfield recently
built on land reclaimed from the sea.
The weather for Batumi (UGSB), our
first night stop in Georgia, just 160 miles
away on the eastern shore of the Black
Sea had looked threatening for a while
and was now forecasting CB’s and heavy
rain for our arrival. After a brief council
of war, we decided to leave VFR and
fly over the sea at 1000ft, dodging the
thunderstorms. One crew decided to stay
overnight and catch up the following day
when the forecast was better.
Customs and immigration clearance
was rapidly forthcoming for all but one of
the group, a Turkish plane one of whose
pilots was refused permission to leave the
country following the failed coup, as his
wife held a position in the government.
So we said goodbye to our friends from
Turkish AOPA who had been so helpful
in getting permissions, facilitating avgas
and arranging for fees to be waived. For
our three stops in Turkey I paid only
EUR35 in total for landing and handling
charges due to their efforts.
The decision to route low level across
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Below: Welcome to Georgia

the sea proved a wise one with my weather
radar showing red along the whole route
and heavy showers falling from the base
of the clouds. At the boundary we called
Batumi approach and were pleased to
find the controller’s English was better
than we had experienced in Turkey.
He quickly approved my request for a
four mile straight in approach to avoid
weather, rather than the published VFR
routing and we landed on an extremely
wet runway 13. We were marshalled
towards our group at one end of the apron,
where those who had ordered avgas were
already being refuelled from barrels and
were approached by a gentleman in jeans
and baseball cap whose yellow jacket
announced CUSTOMS. He glanced
inside the aircraft then accompanied us
into the terminal talking about his last
visit to London. Immigration formalities
were quickly over and we found ourselves

Above left: Georgian traffic hazard
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in a small terminal packed with Russian
tourists returning home.
The café was about to shut, but one
of our Russian speakers persuaded them
to stay open to serve coffees, beers and
the multi flavoured Georgian lemonades
to our passengers while the pilots
completed the arrival formalities. These
took much longer than expected. We
were asked to wait outside an anonymous
white door whilst one pilot at a time went
into two separate offices to pay landing
and security fees. Much paperwork was
completed by two functionaries in each
office before fees totaling just GEL25.93
(less than EUR10) were paid and we
were ready to go.
With everyone staying in one hotel
we decided to go out for a group meal.
Finding a restaurant to seat twenty
people on a Sunday night proved a
challenge but we eventually took taxis to

a typical restaurant for our first Georgian
meal. Fortunately, all the tables in the
courtyard were taken as no sooner had
we been seated in our private room than
the heavens opened and the courtyard
rapidly flooded leaving some very wet
local diners. Sleep proved difficult as
thunder and torrential rain continued
throughout the night. We learned that
Batumi’s reputation as the wettest city
in Europe with an annual rainfall of
an extraordinary 2,400mm was fully
justified.
The following day dawned with
sunshine over the sea but cumulus
lingering over the mountains inland of
the airport. We would need to cross these
on a direct route to Tibilisi or make a
significant diversion to the north which
would take us close to the Russian
occupied territory of South Ossetia, which
although technically part of Georgia, was
not under their control and was a no go
area. Most of the group decided to take
the longer northern route, but I thought
G-UILT with its turbocharged engines
would be able to climb above the clouds
over the mountains remaining VMC.
This proved optimistic, with the
heat and humidity reducing my climb
performance so that I had to circle to
remain clear of both clouds and hills,
with Tibilisi Information asking me more
than once when I was going to resume
my approved direct routing. Discretion
being the better part of valour, I requested
a climb into the airway to get above the
terrain. This was granted without demur
and I was transferred to Tibilisi Control
who seemed to be dealing only with
overflying traffic. One clear of the hills,

Above right: Chacha time!
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the clouds melted away and I was able to descend towards our
destination of Natakhtari (UGSA) a small airfield about 20nm
north of Tibilisi International that was to be our base for the
next days. Spotting the field in a wide valley ahead, I called
the tower – which turned out to be a guy with a handheld – and
positioned for a straight in to the 948m concrete runway 10.
Mission accomplished.
Natakhtari airfield, it turned out, belongs to a local
entrepreneur who also owns much of the surrounding farmland
and vineyards as well as a travel agency and small airline. The
recently developed complex includes a restaurant, swimming
pool and hotel where several of our group were accommodated.
Angela and I and three others had booked hotels in Tibilisi,
thirty minutes away by taxi, so we joined the organized city
tour before returning to the airfield for the welcome dinner that
evening.
Our first introduction to Georgian hospitality was memorable.
The cuisine seems to consist of countless small meat and
vegetable dishes brought in rapid succession accompanied by
jugs of locally produced wine, the red excellent; the white less
appealing. After an impressive display of Cossack dancing it
was time to return to our hotel. It is worth noting that there
are no mid range hotels in Tibilisi; apart from the major
international brands, tourists choose from a multitude of small
bed and breakfast establishments. We were recommended to
the British House, which we found charming and reasonable at
EUR80 a night, including an excellent breakfast.
The following day we were collected early to be at the
airfield by 10 am for the formal rally welcome ceremony.
Speeches were delivered and presentations made before we set
off in a bus for a trip to the Kasbegi region along the main road
to the Russian border. Although our route took us within a few
kilometres of South Ossetia, occupied by the Russians since
2008, we were assured the road was perfectly safe. True we

Above left: G-UILT on the apron (!) at Mestia
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saw absolutely no sign of military activity, but we soon learnt
that driving in Georgia presents another hazard - cattle. Around
any bend on even the busiest road you can come across a herd
of cows sitting on the carriageway and declining to move even
for the largest of trucks.
We stopped for lunch to try the Georgian speciality of khinkali
a type of meat dumpling, washed down with kazbegi beer and
the many flavoured lemonades. The green tarhuna made with
tarragon became my favourite. Then on to a village near the
border, passing a 10km stationary column of trucks waiting to
cross into Russia, before decamping into 4x4’s for a jolting trip
up to the highest monastery in the country. Returning to Tibilisi
we fell into bed looking forward to the next day’s overnight
visit to the high Caucasus region of Svaneti.
The plan was to be flown there in Vanilla Sky’s Let 410 which
operates a scheduled service to the mountain airport of Mestia
(UGMS), weather permitting. I say weather permitting, because
Mestia at an elevation of 4778’ is strictly VFR, surrounded as it
is by terrain reaching up to Georgia’s second highest mountain.
Mt Ushba at 15,492’, just 6 nm away. However, there turned out
to be not enough seats on the Let 410, so three of us volunteered
to take our own aircraft to UGMS. An e-mail to the Georgian
CAA produced permission for the flights within half an hour
and flight plans were filed instantly by phone with Tibilisi AIS.
What a difference to the Turkish experience!

Above right: Mestia Visual Approach Chart
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Top left: Ushguli with Svaneti towers

Mestia is just 10km from the Russian border and the route
has to be planned to pass between the two occupied areas of
Abkhazia and South Ossetia, so we sought advice from local
pilots on the best approach. There seemed to be two choices.
Approach between the mountains at 10500’ and descend in to a
narrow valley to the south west with a dogleg approach to the
one way runway 02, with the airfield only becoming visible at
a mile final. Alternatively, descend to be overhead the field at
8000’ before cutting power, dropping the gear and flaps and
gliding left downwind. I chose the latter as recommended by
the Let 410 captain and it worked well to land at probably the
most scenic airfield I have visited.
After landing, we went to the Old Seti hotel where we
were to spend the night before taking a 30 minute ski lift ride
up to a 7,000’ restaurant for a spectacular lunch. I am not a
skier, but I am told skiing in the high Caucasus is amazing
at a fraction of the cost of middle Europe, albeit without the
luxurious surroundings . Returning to our hotel we were invited
by the owner to join him in a, well several, glasses of chacha,
a ferocious homemade spirit made from fermented grapes. His
wife then produced another feast for dinner before we retired
to bed, only to be awoken by several massive thunderstorms
during the night.
The following day dawned wet but was forecast to clear
by the time we were due to depart back to Natakhtari in the
afternoon. Before then we had a two and a half hour minibus
drive to Ushghuli, supposedly the highest continuously inhabited
village in Europe. We set off happily along a decent paved road,
but turned off after only 15 minutes on to a rutted track that
wound its way around the hills as we followed a rushing river
climbing ever higher to our destination, passing communities
each guarded by the 12th century stone towers that are unique
to the region. A brief lunch stop in Ushguli, where the only
mode of transport seemed to be horseback, prepared us for the
bumpy ride back to Mestia where the weather had cleared to
enable us to depart back to Natahktari without difficulty. The
total cost of our two day excursion, including hotel and food,
was a very reasonable USD130 per person.
Our hosts tested our stamina with another tour the following
day to the wine growing region of Kakheti in the east of the
country towards the Azerbijan border. Two aircraft elected to
fly to Telavi nearby but I did not see the logic of taking G-UILT
to a wine tasting so Angela and I endured another three hours
of minibus bus torture before returning to Tibilisi for our final
dinner in a restaurant overlooking the city. Formalities were
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Top right: The author in the Caucasus

kept to a minimum as everyone was tired and most were leaving
the following day.
With the rally now officially over, everyone was responsible
for their own journey’s home. Those of us who relied on avgas
decided to try and avoid the uncertainties of Turkey and go
nonstop to Bulgaria. We planned to clear customs outbound at
Batumi where avgas had again been trucked in barrels from
Tibilisi to ensure we could leave with maximum range. Angela
and I decided to spend a final night in Georgia with our Polish
friend, Maciej, and to set off fresh the following day. A good
choice it turned out, as the inevitable paperwork delays soon eat
up the two hours we would gain from time zone changes. Being
a Sunday, there were fewer bureaucrats on duty so our progress
through Batumi airport was quicker than on arrival.
I had filed IFR to Burgas (LBBG) via Rocketroute at FL140,
the lowest available level, while Maciej had filed VFR in his
Cirrus despite the usual Batumi forecast of TSRA. It was just as
well that we decided to visit the tower to check our flight plans
were accepted as it turned out that navigation fees also had to be
paid and we would not have been allowed to leave in any case.
The helpful lady in AIS also sorted out a rejection message
from the Turkish authorities who needed an explanation why
anyone would want to route through their airspace VFR. She
also arranged for us to be driven the 300 yards back to our
aircraft as another thunderstorm erupted.
My departure in heavy rain was made more interesting as,
for the first time since leaving for Canada, G-UILT misbehaved;
the right engine manifold pressure briefly reducing on the takeoff roll. It righted itself immediately and I decided to continue,
diagnosing a sticky wastegate. In retrospect, perhaps not my
wisest decision of the trip! With my weather radar showing
bright red on my direct track, I declined Batumi’s request to
change to Ankara Control until I could safely make a turn
towards Turkish airspace. On first contact, Ankara instructed
me to climb to my filed level of FL140. I had decided before
departure that I did not want to fly for five hours with both of us
on oxygen, so replied with the white lie “Unable due weather”
and stopped the climb at FL110.
I soon left the frontal system and emerged into good VMC,
so when Ankara told me that I would need to continue VFR at
FL110 I readily agreed and the flight continued uneventfully
until I approached the Bulgarian boundary. By that time, I
was having difficulty in hearing Ankara and contacted Burgas
Approach who cleared me to proceed IFR. I told them I had not
signed off with Ankara, but they were busy and the message
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evidently did not get through as a Turkish Airlines flight called
me on guard (121.5) and I was able to reassure them I was in
contact with Burgas.
Burgas was busy with holiday traffic and I was asked
to proceed to a RNAV waypoint before being vectored to
intercept the ILS in a blustery crosswind for R/W 22. Parked
on the main apron, the handling agent arrived immediately
and summoned the avgas bowser which came at once. Alerted
to the extortionate (EUR 3.19/ltr) price by a post on PPL/IR
forum, I decided to take the minimum necessary and to top up
my tanks from an emergency supply I had carried in jerrycans
all the way from England. This was accomplished with the
aid of a small ladder carried in a wing locker, as the holiday
jets taxied past. Nobody turned a hair. Image the number of
horrified yellow jacketed officials who would have appeared if
I had tried that on a busy UK airport!
After persuading the border policeman that I did not have
to return to the aircraft to retrieve a General Declaration form
– the first time on the trip I had been asked for one –we were
admitted back into the EU and made our way to the information
desk to find a hotel. Such a request was met with blank looks
as all the other arrivals were package tourists, so I picked up
a tourist guide and was lucky with my first phone call to the
only four star hotel in town, which turned out to be a Soviet
style edifice whose rooms were more comfortable than the
severe exterior suggested. After a pleasant evening dining at
a beachside restaurant, we slept well encouraged by a weather
forecast that promised CAVOK for the next two days.
The following morning the airport information desk proved
more helpful letting us into the departure hall via a side door
that bypassed the queues of tourists. A severe looking police
lady remembered that we had been excused a Gendec and
took us to an airside door while phoning our handler. After
five minutes she got fed up with waiting and let us walk to
G-UILT. I found my way to the handling office and paid the
bill, including EUR100 for their “service”. Experience told me
to go the AIS office in the tower to check that my VFR flight
plan to Wiener Neustadt (LOWN) filed via RocketRoute, was
okay. No it was not, as I had failed to nominate the VRP leaving
the zone. Needless to say, when we departed we were cleared
direct to the FIR boundary, bypassing the VRP.
An uneventful flight across Romania led us to the Hungarian
boundary where the excellent Budapest Information cleared
us direct to our destination, warning us of the presence of
thunderstorms across the northern part of our route. In fact we
remained clear of the weather but listened to some exemplary
ATC, as Budapest Info guided an Austrian pilot around the
storms to a safe landing.
We were greeted by no less than three police at LOWN
as we had arrived from Bulgaria which although in the EU,
is not part of Schengen. After a quick tour of the Diamond
showroom – LOWN is their base – we spent a quiet evening
in the sleepy town before continuing home the following day
VFR. Although we could have made Denham in one hop, we
stopped at Kortrijk (EBKT) to drop off the hand fuel pump we
had borrowed for the trip. Just as well we were not hungry as
both the café and restaurant at Kortrijk were closed, so on we
went to Denham (EGLD) to complete a memorable twelve day
trip.

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
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Dates
23-25 Jun

EVENTS / ENGINE SEMINAR

Events

8-11 Sep

Event
Engine management
workshop by Advanced
Pilot Seminars
Social Weekend

Location
EBKT Kortrijk

11-17 Sep

European Tour

Venice, Adriatic
coast and Balkans

1-3 Dec

Christmas Market
weekend

LFST Strasbourg

LOWS Salzburg

Notes
Learn what your engine instruments are really
telling you and how to manage the red lever. (See
below)
A popular fly-out for members and partners. The
conversation will NOT all be about aviation and
this historic city has a multitude of attractions.
Using Salzburg as a starting point, for those
who wish to, we plan a longer expedition to SE
Europe.
An informal fly-out to Europe’s oldest Christmas
market.

“Engine Management Made Easy”
Seminar
23rd - 25th June 2017
presented by

Advanced Pilot Seminars (APS) with PPL/IR
Europe

T

his highly-regarded seminar will debut in Kortrijk,
Belgium on the weekend of June 23-24-25, 2017,
under the auspices of HOWEST (University of
Ghent, faculty Kortrijk) and the PPL/IR-Europe pilot
group.
Think of your flight training, whether it was last year, or
fifty years ago. Chances are you got very little conversation,
much less training on how to handle the engine in different
phases of flight and even less on proper leaning and why.You
may be wary of the red knob (Mixture), with admonitions
like “Don’t touch it below 5,000 feet” and “Lean it until
the engine gets rough, then enrich until the engine runs
smoothly.” (Both are BAD ideas!)
With the cost of engines and fuel today, you and your
family deserve better! We now have the wonderful “Engine
Monitoring Systems” but do you know what they MEAN?
Many think they are most useful for leaning but this is NOT
TRUE. They MONITOR your engine and tell you how it’s
working, sometimes far in advance of trouble. APS teaches
you the MEANING of those pesky parameters and what to
do about them! We also teach when and how to use rich of
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peak (ROP) and when and how to use lean of peak (LOP).
Is your engine ’set-up right’? Do you want your expensive
engine to last longer? Prevention is better than cure.
APS deals with the many myths about detonation, preignition, engine roughness and other anomalies, ALL WITH
FACTS (not opinions) and HARD DATA from real airplanes
and the world’s most sophisticated test stand.We often have
the parts from “problem engines,” the recorded data and
the pilot’s account of “what happened.” You will not see this
anywhere else!
Come and join us for a fun filled weekend and a lot of
education! More information is available at: https://www.
advancedpilot.com/livecourse-eu.html where you should
register and book your place.
The basic cost of the 2-day seminar is $1290 per
participant, repayable if cancelled before 23 May.
If you have any questions, please contact the Meetings
Secretary, Colin Williamson, at meetings@pplir.org
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New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to
new and re-joining members
Ross Barry
Sindre Barstad
Joerg Beck
Jens Bolten
Colin Boyd
Jason Buglass
Alan Burrows
Ronan Byrne
David Campbell
Dobroslav Chrobak
James Conolly
Charles Course
John Davy
Jimmy de Haas
Nick Deyong
David Effemey
Paul Ferguson
Darren Fern
Oliver Fisher
Marek Gajdzinski
Johann Haslberger
Richard Jackson
Mikael Klemets
Ian Lockhart
Marek Machala
BERT Maes
Josef Maringer
Carl Meek
James Melia
Paul Moyle
Markus Mueller
John Parkinson
Mark Parrinder
Robert Potter
Malcolm Pryce
Geoffrey Pullan
Lawrence Rippon
Matthias Schuetz
Allan Shepherd
James Smith
Florian Stangl
Craig Warmington
Jez Welham
Peter Zundritsch

EIWT
ENAL
EGKB
EGCV
EGNS
LKPM
EGVN
EGKB
ESKN
EGLD
EGHY
EPPO
EGTF
ESKN

EGKL

EGNJ
EGBW

EGTO
EGBW
GCXO
EGBE

Ireland
Norway
Germany
UK
UK
UK
Isle of Man
UK
UK
Czech Republic
UK
UK
UK
Netherlands
UK
Sweden
UK
UK
UK
Poland
Germany
UK
Sweden
UK
Czech Republic
Belgium
Austria
UK
UK
UK
Germany
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Germany
UK
UK
Spain
UK
UK
Switzerland

NEW MEMBERS

Answers to the
Quiz on page 13
1.

Altitude 9600 feet.

2.

You cannot assume that there will be a radar
service because no radar frequency is given
on the plate. Transiting the nearby Pyrenees
then managing the descent with a STAR is a
reasonable expectation.

3.

Altitude 6000 feet.

4.

There is no RAD. That is, no frequency assigned
for Radar Service. Although Girona does have
radar you cannot assume that a radar service will
be automatically offered.

5.

It could be any of the three options.

NEW: PC12 Class Rating
EASA TBM Class Rating
EASA PA46 Class Rating
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
www.oysterair.com
jonathan@oysterair.com
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WEEKENDERS

Weekenders
Dresden
by Anthony Bowles

D

resden is around three hours flight time from
London in my Bonanza A36 and makes a good
‘Weekenders’ destination. My wife and I took a
couple of friends for our visit in autumn 2015.
The flight is straightforward enough IFR; initially
through Belgium down to the German border, you then
need a flight planning aid to chart a route acceptable to the
CMFU computer but in practice, once in German airspace,
you are given long DCTs. Dresden is one of Germany’s
larger regional airports but was not particularly busy on
our arrival late one Thursday afternoon and departure on
the following Sunday morning; GA is accommodated at its
separate apron and while formal handling is not necessary,
the airport provides a minibus to ferry you from your
aircraft to a smart modern GA terminal with friendly staff.
Before we did this, we refuelled the aircraft. A BP card is
acceptable although the avgas is not ostensibly from BP.
On our arrival down the ILS, we were warned to watch out
for balloons crossing low on the upwind end of the runway
– not something we would expect to see at an equivalent
airport in the UK!
It is a fifteen to twenty minute taxi ride from the GA
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terminal to the centre of the city, perhaps a little longer during
the rush hour. As most will know, an Allied Bombing raid largely
destroyed the centre of Dresden in February 1945. Many of the
old landmark buildings have been restored to their original form
so the city is a slightly curious mixture of old and new buildings.
We had a couple of full days there and apart from a boat trip on the
River Elbe one afternoon, spent our time sightseeing in the centre.
This is most easily done on foot and indeed much of the centre is
pedestrian traffic only.
Dresden was the capital of the former State of Saxony so the
Elector was based there (though some spent much time in Poland)
and it was one elector, August II, known as August the Strong, that
set up the famous porcelain factory at Meissen not far away. A side
visit can be made to Meissen but the best porcelain is probably seen
in Dresden. A ‘must to see’ in the main square is the Frauerkirche
with its famous domed roof. Inside looks more like
a theatre than a church with tiered seating
and the old and new stone used in its
recent restoration is clearly visible.

WEEKENDERS

For those who appreciate the decorative arts in their various
forms, the Green Vault is a must. Timed tickets are best obtained in
advance because numbers inside the air locked rooms are strictly
limited to enhance the visitor experience. Here may be seen the
treasures of the Saxony Electors’ collected over many decades.
These were hidden during the war and confiscated by the Russians
afterwards but given back to the city in 1958. The various rooms
forming part of the Green Vault have been meticulously restored
and the objects very well displayed. Allow a good half day for
visiting this.
Nearby is the Zwinger. This is a palace
with pleasant grounds, which
are worth walking
round

by themselves.
Inside the palace are various
museums and you can get a ticket,
which allows you to visit these at your leisure
during the day; one museum is devoted to Old Masters,
another to Messien and oriental porcelain and a third is devoted
to old scientific instruments. Our timing did not permit visits to
the Japanese Palace or Volkwagen Museum and other attractions
which could easily occupy another day.
Numerous bistros and cafes make refreshment easy
to find when required, but we were not so
lucky in finding many restaurants
serving more substantial
meals; may be we just did
not look in the right place. As
mentioned earlier, we took an
afternoon river trip and this made
a pleasant interlude from the more
frantic city centre sightseeing. A
number of imposing castles with
vineyards below lined one river
bank at one point during our tour
and we gathered that some of these
were restaurants and smart venues for
weddings.
For those who like music, there is an
opera house, currently being rebuilt and
the Frauerkirche was hosting a classical
concert while we were there. Not far away
is Liepzig where J S Bach composed some
of his best music – perhaps for another
‘Weekenders’ visit sometime.
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BUY

RENT
TRAVEL

TRADING / Choose from a great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM or sell your
aircraft. Call or check our inventory online at :
www.flyingsmart.aero

YOUR
EXCLUSIVE
TBM
DISTRIBUTOR
IN THE U.K

MANAGEMENT / Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our total care management
program.
TRAVEL / FLYING Smart provides a secured
framework for pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers 8 locations across
Belgium, France and the U.K. We also help to
ferry your airplane or plan your dream trip!

W W W . F LY I N G S M A R T. A E R O
United Kingdom, Ireland & Channel Islands
Main Terminal Hangar Office 2 - London Biggin Hill Airport TN16 3BH
+44 1959 58 12 18 - david.fabry@flyingsmart.aero
Belgium +323 295 1261

France +336 38 35 75 92

USA +1 (213) 973-3337
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BUY A TBM / The new 330 Kts TBM 900 is a
certified, efficient and bullet proof performer.
Call today to tailor your own and enjoy
exceptional speed, range and payload with no
compromise!

